
WRITE AHEAD LOGGING MYSQL INSERT

The Write Ahead Log (WAL) is one of the most important to acquire the flush_order_mutex (even if it wanted to add
pages to other flush list).

However, the developers do not think this is a major concern since the wal-index rarely exceeds 32 KiB in size
and is never synced. For simplicity we omit the cases for all servant calls. Disabling the automatic checkpoint
mechanism. If the VFS does not support shared-memory methods, then the attempt to open a database that is
already in WAL mode, or the attempt convert a database into WAL mode, will fail. With the new lock free
design we have also decreased the default period from 7s to 1s. Notice too that there is a tradeoff between
average read performance and average write performance. The events used for waiting are sharded to improve
the scalability. When the parameter is set to 0, it means that the redo log operation is not written when the
transaction is committed. However, with older versions of SQLite, the same page might be written into the
WAL file multiple times if the transaction grows larger than the page cache. A challenging task under these
constraints. Then other pages, which potentially have not been flushed before the crash, need to be recovered
to that version. However the log files still could contain some old data which is not used during the recovery
process. Specialized applications for which the default implementation of shared memory is unacceptable can
devise alternative methods via a custom VFS. Followers will block and eventually will return the commit's
status: success or error. In fact, we can get the answer from the previous article. These functions commit all
handlertons and reset transaction data for the thread and are called when the transaction is actually committed.
The different is that the transaction is never prepared and a rollback is called instead of a commit. All rights
reserved. This allows us to reclaim free space in the redo log blocks before the checkpoint LSN are basically
considered free and also makes a potential recovery faster shorter queue. When a dirty page is being flushed, a
thread doing the flush, first needs to wait until the redo log gets flushed up to the newest modification of the
page. When the connection is closed, it is necessary to clean up data for the session. Write-Ahead Logging -
central concept is that State changes should be logged before any heavy update to permanent storage. If an
application therefore runs checkpoint in a separate thread or process, the main thread or process that is doing
database queries and updates will never block on a sync operation.


